ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
391 HEPBURN MODULAR SOFA BY MATTHEW HILTON
PARTS
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Seat and/or table modules

				
to match your order

Leg bases to match your order
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Connecting plate for multiple leg
bases (if relevant)
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HARDWARE
(4x) M8x60 bolts per module
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(4x) M8x15 bolts per connecting plate (if relevant)
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YOU WILL NEED
6mm heavy duty Allen Key
The help of a friend
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NOTES
NOTE 1: The assembly process is different for a sofa that rests
on one leg frame, from a sofa that requires more than one leg
frame (such as a corner unit or extra long sofa). Pages 2 and 3
refer to the assembly of a sofa with one leg frame, and pages
4 through 6 refer to the assembly of a sofa with multiple leg
frames. Please turn to the correct pages for the unit ordered.
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NOTE 2: Be certain that all assembly is carried out on a flat
and stable surface. This will ensure a good final result.
Reverse the steps to disassemble the piece.
NOTE 3: Your furniture arrives packed in numerous layers that
protect it during transport. It is important that you remove
the packaging carefully to avoid damaging your furniture. Refer
to our information sheet “Unpacking Your Furniture” for further
details.
NOTE 4: Great
they can mark
to soften the
stone flooring

care is required when assembling our products as
very easily if banged or dropped. Use blankets
assembly surface - hard surfaces such as wood or
may damage the furniture if in direct contact.

NOTE 5: We advise that assembly and disassembly of De La Espada
furniture is undertaken by a minimum of 2 people.
NOTE 6: When screwing in bolts, tighten well, but be sure
NOT TO OVERTIGHTEN. This can cause the thread to strip thus
resulting in a poor connection.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
391 HEPBURN MODULAR SOFA BY MATTHEW HILTON
INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT NOTE: The following instructions are for a sofa
with one leg frame only. To assemble a sofa with multiple leg
frames, such as corner unit or extra long sofa, turn to page 4.
1) PLACE THE MODULES IN THE CORRECT ORDER
a)Unpack components and lay them out so they are in the correct
orientation according to your chosen configuration. Seat modules
have a curved edge and a flat edge. The curved edge will face
outward. Place all seat modules upside down.
b)Place leg base(s) across the modules. Ensure that one end of
leg base is positioned next to the furthermost seam.
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a) The seat base has nuts nestled into holes across the central
axis. Attach the leg base by slotting all bolts through the
holes in leg base and into the nuts in the seat modules. Tighten the bolts slightly, but not completely. Firmly tighten just
ONE bolt nearest to the end of the leg base.
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2) ATTACH MODULES WITH HARDWARE
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
391 HEPBURN MODULAR SOFA BY MATTHEW HILTON
b) Flip the sofa on its side with the completely tightened bolt
positioned nearest to the floor. This will allow the other modules to slide down slightly into the correct position.
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c) Check that all modules are aligned, then tighten the remaining bolts completely. This tightening should be repeated several times to ensure the bolts are firmly in place.
3) PREPARE SOFA FOR USE
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a) Flip the sofa so it rests in its natural position. This
should be done by a minimum of two people.
b) Place the cushions on the sofa.
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c) Assembly is now complete and the sofa is ready for use.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
391 HEPBURN MODULAR SOFA BY MATTHEW HILTON
IMPORTANT NOTE: The following instructions are for a sofa with
multiple leg frames, such as corner unit or extra long sofa. To
assemble a sofa with one leg frame only, turn to page 2.
1) CONNECT LEGS TO MODULES
a)Unpack components and lay them out so they are in the correct
orientation according to your chosen configuration. Seat modules
have a curved edge and a flat edge. The curved edge will face
outward. Place all seat modules upside down.
b)Place leg base(s) across the modules. Ensure that one end of
leg base is positioned next to the furthermost seam. Determine
where the sofas will connect, and keep the connection area free
by leaving off the last module of each sofa structure.
c) Insert M8x60 bolts into the connection points and tighten
firmly.
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2) FLIP SOFA COMPONENTS
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a)With the help of a partner, flip each partially-assembled sofa
into its natural upright positition

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
391 HEPBURN MODULAR SOFA BY MATTHEW HILTON
3) ATTACH CONNECTING PLATE
NOTE: The connecting plate has six holes, but you will only use
four, as detailed below.
a1) If connecting a corner unit, use the furthermost sets of
holes. Align the holes in the connecting plate with the relevant holes in the leg frame. Insert a conical M8x15 bolt into
each of the four holes and tighten firmly.
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a2) If connecting for a straight sofa, use the nearest sets of
holes. Align the holes in the connecting plate with the relevant holes in the leg frame. Insert a conical M8x15 bolt into
each of the four holes and tighten firmly.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
391 HEPBURN MODULAR SOFA BY MATTHEW HILTON

a) Place one of the remaining modules onto the leg frame, and
align it with the existing module. From below, ensure the holes
in the leg frame are aligned with the legs in the sofa body,
then insert an M8x60 bolt into each hole, and tighten firmly.
b) Repeat the above procedure for the remaining module(s).
c) Place the cushions on the sofa.
c) Assembly is now complete and the sofa is ready for use.
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4) ATTACH REMAINING MODULES

